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Abstract—In this paper, we extend the work of Kraft et al.
to present a new method for fuzzy information retrieval based
on fuzzy hierarchical clustering and fuzzy inference techniques.
First, we present a fuzzy agglomerative hierarchical clustering al-
gorithm for clustering documents and to get the document cluster
centers of document clusters. Then, we present a method to con-
struct fuzzy logic rules based on the document clusters and their
document cluster centers. Finally, we apply the constructed fuzzy
logic rules to modify the user’s query for query expansion and
to guide the information retrieval system to retrieve documents
relevant to the user’s request. The fuzzy logic rules can represent
three kinds of fuzzy relationships (i.e., fuzzy positive association
relationship, fuzzy specialization relationship and fuzzy gener-
alization relationship) between index terms. The proposed fuzzy
information retrieval method is more flexible and more intelligent
than the existing methods due to the fact that it can expand users’
queries for fuzzy information retrieval in a more effective manner.

Index Terms—Fuzzy agglomerative hierarchical clustering,
fuzzy information retrieval systems, fuzzy logic rules, fuzzy rela-
tionships, query expansion.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE goal of an information retrieval system is to evaluate
the degrees of relevance of the collected documents with

respect to a user’s queries and retrieve the documents with a
high degree of satisfaction to the user. In order to get good re-
trieval performance, the user’s query must be able to appropri-
ately describe the user’s requests. Currently, most of the com-
mercial information retrieval systems are based on the Boolean
logic model. They assume that a user’s queries can precisely
be characterized by the index terms. However, this assumption
is inappropriate due to the fact that the user’s queries may con-
tain fuzziness [22]. The reason for the fuzziness contained in the
user’s queries is that the user may not know much about the sub-
ject he/she is searching or may not be familiar with the informa-
tion retrieval system. Therefore, the query specified by the user
may not describe the information request properly. Since fuzzy
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set theory [29] can be used to describe imprecise or fuzzy infor-
mation, many researchers have applied the fuzzy set theory to
information retrieval systems [2], [3], [8], [9], [13], [18]–[22].

In [2], Bordogna et al. presented a relevance feedback model
based on associative neural networks to provide an association
mechanism in information retrieval systems. The purpose of the
association mechanism in information retrieval systems is to
build the association relationships between index terms and to
modify the user’s queries by adding or replacing index terms
associated with the queries. Generally speaking, the modified
user’s queries should find more relevant documents than that
of the original user’s queries and thus improve the retrieval
performance. Therefore, the study of the association mecha-
nism is very important in the field of information retrieval. In
[3], Chen et al. presented a fuzzy-based concept information
system that integrates human categorization and numerical clus-
tering. In [8], Chen et al. presented a method for document re-
trieval using knowledge-based fuzzy information retrieval tech-
niques. In [9], Chen et al. presented fuzzy information retrieval
techniques based on multi-relationship fuzzy concept networks.
In [13], Horng et al. presented a fuzzy information retrieval
method based on document terms reweighting techniques,

In [20], Kraft et al. explored several ways of using fuzzy
clustering techniques in information retrieval systems, where
the most important one is to capture the relationships among
index terms. They use fuzzy logic rules to represent the associ-
ation relationships between index terms and to form the basis
of the association mechanism. After a user submits his/her
queries, the fuzzy logic rules are then applied under a fuzzy
logic system to modify the user’s original queries. Experi-
mental results show that the modified user’s queries can get a
better retrieval performance than the original queries. In [20],
Kraft et al. utilized the complete link clustering method and
the fuzzy c-means clustering method to partition documents
for information retrieval.

In this paper, we extend the work of Kraft et al. [20] to present
a new method to modify a user’s queries for fuzzy informa-
tion retrieval. First, we present a fuzzy agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering algorithm for clustering documents and to get
the document cluster center of each document cluster. Then, we
present a method to construct fuzzy logic rules based on the
document clusters and their document cluster centers. Finally,
we apply the constructed fuzzy logic rules to modify the user’s
query for query expansion and to guide the information retrieval
system to retrieve documents relevant to a user’s request. The
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fuzzy logic rules can represent three kinds of fuzzy relation-
ships (i.e., fuzzy positive association relationship, fuzzy spe-
cialization relationship, and fuzzy generalization relationship)
between index terms. The proposed document retrieval method
is more flexible and more intelligent than the existing methods
due to the fact that it can expand users’ queries for fuzzy infor-
mation retrieval in a more effective manner.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly review some clustering methods. In Section III, we pro-
pose a new fuzzy agglomerative hierarchical clustering method.
In Section IV, we compare the clustering performance of the
proposed fuzzy agglomerative hierarchical clustering method
with that of the complete link clustering method. In Section V,
we propose a new method for fuzzy logic rules discovery. In
Section VI, we propose a new method for query modification
for fuzzy information retrieval based on the constructed fuzzy
logic rules. The conclusions are discussed in Section VII.

II. A REVIEW OF CLUSTERING METHODS

The single link clustering (SLC) method is one of the hier-
archical agglomerative clustering methods (HACM). In [24],
Rohlf reviewed some algorithms of the single link clustering
method. The time complexity of these algorithms ranges from

to , where is the number of items. Many
of these algorithms are not suitable for information retrieval ap-
plications, when the data sets have large and high dimen-
sionality [23]. The SLINK algorithm [28] is one of the single
link clustering methods. In [28], Sibson pointed out that the
SLINK algorithm is an optimally efficient algorithm for the
single link clustering method. In [23], Rasmussen pointed out
that the SLINK algorithm generates the hierarchy in a form
known as the pointer representation. The SLINK method is one
of the SLC methods [24] and it also takes the major character-
istic of SLC, where the degree of similarity between two doc-
ument clusters is defined by the maximal degree between any
pairs of documents, each of which is in one of the two clusters.

In [20], Kraft et al. utilized the agglomerative hierarchical
clustering (AHC) method [23] and the fuzzy c-means clustering
method [1] to partition documents. In the following, we briefly
review these two clustering methods.

The agglomerative hierarchical clustering method for parti-
tioning the given documents is reviewed from [20] as follows.

Step 1) Let each document be a document cluster.
Step 2) Merge two document clusters which have the

largest degree of similarity into one document
cluster.

Step 3) If the degree of similarity between any two docu-
ment clusters is smaller than a heuristic threshold
value , where , then Stop,

else, go to Step 2).
In [20], Kraft et al. pointed out that the measurement of the

degree of similarity between two document clusters can be done
by the CLC method [23], which takes the minimum degree of
similarity between any pairs of documents, each of which is in
one of the two clusters (i.e., one document from the first docu-
ment cluster and the other from the second document cluster).

It is obvious that the agglomerative hierarchical clustering
method is a crisp clustering method. That is, in the resulting
document clusters, each document can only belong to exactly
one document cluster.

The other clustering method used in [20] is the fuzzy c-means
algorithm [1]. Assume that there is a set of documents,

, where each document can be regarded as
a data point represented by a vector of dimension shown as
follows:

where . Here, denotes the degree of significance
of term in , where and . Fur-
thermore, assume that we want to partition the documents into
document clusters, where . Then, the fuzzy c-means algo-
rithm will get document cluster centers and the membership
degree of each document belonging to each document cluster by
minimizing the following objective function:

(1)

Here, denotes the membership degree of document with
respect to document cluster , denotes the document cluster
center of document cluster , and denotes the dis-
tance from document to document cluster center . More-
over, and are represented as vectors of dimension , and

is a control parameter, where . Note that stands for
the degree of fuzziness of the clustering algorithm. The larger
the value of , the higher the degree of fuzziness, i.e., the like-
lihood of a document belonging to multiple clusters at the same
time is higher. It should be noted that the membership degree
of each document belonging to each document cluster
must be nonnegative, i.e., . Moreover, the summation
of the membership degrees of each document belonging to
each cluster must be equal to one, i.e., , where

. The membership degree of document belonging
to document cluster is calculated as follows:

(2)

and the document cluster center of document cluster is
calculated as follows:

(3)

Initially, the fuzzy c-means algorithm randomly assigns a value
for each , where and for each .
Then, the following two steps are performed iteratively until the
difference of the values of (and ) in the current iteration
and those in the previous iteration are smaller than some con-
vergence threshold , where . First, it uses the existing
in formula (3) to obtain the document cluster center . Then,
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it uses the newly derived document cluster center shown in
formula (2) to update the value of . In [1], Bezdek et al. have
proven that the fuzzy c-means algorithm will converge.

In [20], Kraft et al. used several experts to evaluate the doc-
ument clusters produced by the CLC method [23] and the ones
produced by the fuzzy c-means clustering method [1]. Since
the fuzzy c-means algorithm will produce “fuzzy” document
clusters in the sense that each document may belong to mul-
tiple document clusters, it is in contrast to the “crisp” docu-
ment clusters produced by the complete link clustering method
in which each document only can belong to exactly one docu-
ment cluster. In order to compare the performance of these two
clustering methods, “hardening” is performed to the fuzzy doc-
ument clusters obtained by the fuzzy c-means algorithm. That
is, for each document , they found a document cluster where

has a maximum membership degree among all the document
clusters. Then, they set the membership degree of document
in this document cluster to one and set the membership degrees
for the other document clusters to zero. From the experts’ opin-
ions [20], the complete link clustering method seems to perform
better than the fuzzy c-means method. However, since Kraft et
al. performed the “hardening” operation to the fuzzy document
clusters, the experts have only compared two sets of “crisp” doc-
ument clusters derived from the two clustering methods, respec-
tively. Therefore, the advantage of the fuzzy clustering method
is not revealed in their experiments. In fact, the fuzzy clustering
method should perform better than the crisp clustering method
when the boundaries between document clusters are not crisp or
when the document clusters are overlapping.

Because the traditional agglomerative hierarchical clustering
method is a crisp clustering method, where each document can
only belong to exactly one document, it lacks flexibility. There-
fore, in this paper, we extend the work of [20] to present a fuzzy
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method to overcome the
drawback of the traditional agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering method, where a document can not belong to multiple
document clusters at the same time. Both the proposed fuzzy
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method and the fuzzy
c-means clustering method [1] have the advantage of flexibility
to allow a document to belong to multiple document clusters
at the same time. The difference between the fuzzy c-means
clustering method and the proposed fuzzy agglomerative hier-
archical clustering method is that the fuzzy c-means clustering
method needs to predefine the number of clusters by the user
and the proposed method uses the “similarity threshold value”
and the “difference threshold value” to deal with the process
of clustering automatically, where and .

III. FUZZY AGGLOMERATIVE HIERARCHICAL

CLUSTERING METHOD

In this section, we present a fuzzy agglomerative hierarchical
clustering (FAHC) for clustering documents. Let the member-
ship degree of document belonging to cluster be denoted
by , where . If is an element of
cluster , then . The proposed fuzzy agglomerative
hierarchical clustering method is now presented as follows.

Fuzzy Agglomerative Hierarchical
Clustering Algorithm:
Input: The similarity threshold value

and the difference threshold value ,
where and .
Output: Document clusters.
Step 1: Let each document be a document
cluster and set the membership degree of
each document belonging to its document
cluster to 1.
Step 2: Find a pair of document clusters

and among the set of document clus-
ters that has the largest degree of simi-
larity and is not less than , where

.
Step 3: Find a set of pairs of docu-
ment clusters and among the rest of
the document clusters that have degrees
of similarity larger than or equal to
the similarity threshold value , where

.
Step 4: For each pair of document cluster

and in the set do
begin
if and the pair of document

clusters and obtained in Step 2 and
the pair of document clusters and
obtained in Step 3 share the same document
cluster (i.e., ), then
begin
make a copy of document cluster ;
merge document cluster with document
cluster into a new cluster ;
for each element in document
cluster , the membership degree

of document belonging
to the new document cluster
is equal to ;
for each element in document cluster
, the membership degree of

document belonging to the new
document cluster is equal to

;
merge document cluster with document
cluster into a new cluster ;
for each element in document cluster

, the membership degree of
document belonging to the new
document cluster is equal to

;
for each element in document cluster
, the membership degree of

document belonging to the
new document cluster is equal to

end
else
begin
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merge document cluster with document
cluster into a new cluster ;
for each element in document cluster
, the membership degree of

document belonging to the new
document cluster is equal to

;
for each element in document cluster
, the membership degree of

document belonging to the new
document cluster is equal to ;
end
end.
Step 5: Recalculate the degree of simi-
larity between each pair of document clus-
ters by taking the minimum of the degrees
of similarity between any pair of docu-
ments, where the documents in each pair
are taken from different document clus-
ters.
Step 6: If the degree of similarity be-
tween any two document clusters is smaller
than the threshold value , where ,
then Stop
else go to Step 2.

After partitioning documents into several document clusters,
the document cluster center of document cluster can be
obtained by the following formula:

(4)

where , denotes the weight of term
in document , denotes the membership degree of doc-

ument belonging to document cluster , ,
, and . This holds for all .

IV. COMPARISON OF THE CLUSTERING RESULTS OF THE CLC
METHOD AND THE PROPOSED FAHC METHOD

We have implemented the SLINK method [23], the CLC
method [23] and the proposed FAHC method on a Pentium
IV PC using Delphi version 5.0. We have chosen 247 research
reports in the field of computer science [30] as the set of
documents for clustering, which are a subset of a collection
of research reports of the National Science Council (NSC),
Taiwan, R.O.C. Each report consists of several parts, including
a report identifier, a title, the researchers’ names, a Chinese ab-
stract, an English abstract, , etc. Since the proposed method
intends to deal with English documents, we take the English
abstracts of the reports to represent the contents of the docu-
ments. However, since each selected document contains a large
amount of words, these documents should be preprocessed
to reduce the set of words into a manageable size before the
clustering algorithms are applied on the selected documents.
The selected documents are preprocessed in two steps. First,

words appearing with high frequencies in all documents are
eliminated. Then, the word extractor stems each remaining
word to its “root form” [10]. The collection of these root-for-
matted words forms a set of index terms for the document set.
The weight “ ” of term in document

is calculated as follows:

(5)

where (5) is derived from [26], denotes the frequency
of term appearing in document , denotes the number
of documents containing term , denotes the number of
index terms contained in document , and denotes the
number of documents in the corpus. The larger the value of

, the more important is the term in
document . Note that the value of
is normalized and is between zero and one.

After the weight of each index term in each document has
been calculated, we can represent each document as a vector
shown as follows:

(6)

where denotes the weight of
term in document , , and denotes the number
of terms in the set of index terms.

The degree of similarity between any two docu-
ments and is calculated by the following formula:

(7)

where .
We use the 247 research reports [30] as the set of documents

for clustering. Table I shows the SLINK method partitioning the
247 documents into document clusters for different “similarity
threshold values” , where the “similarity threshold value” is
between 0.04 and 0.08. When the “similarity threshold value”

, there is only one cluster produced. When the “sim-
ilarity threshold value” increases, there are more document
clusters which contain more than one document being produced
and there are more and more document clusters being produced
containing only one document. Table II shows the complete link
method [23] partitioning the 247 NSC documents into different
numbers of document clusters for different “similarity threshold
values” , where the “similarity threshold value” ranges from
0 to 0.025, and there is no document cluster containing only one
document until reaches or is equal to 0.025. From Tables I
and II, we can see that the SLINK method produced more doc-
ument clusters containing only one document than the complete
link method. In this case, the SLINK method has a poorer clus-
tering result than the complete link method due to the fact that it
produces too many document clusters containing only one doc-
ument compared to the complete link method.
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TABLE I
DOCUMENT CLUSTERS PRODUCED BY THE SINGLE LINK METHOD [23] FOR

DIFFERENT SIMILARITY THRESHOLD VALUES �

TABLE II
DOCUMENT CLUSTERS PRODUCED BY THE COMPLETE LINK METHOD [23] FOR

DIFFERENT SIMILARITY THRESHOLD VALUES �

In the following, we compare the document clusters gener-
ated by the hierarchical clustering method [23] with the ones
generated by the proposed FAHC method. It is obvious that
the document clusters generated by a good clustering method
should have a maximum degree of within-cluster similarity
and a minimum degree of between-cluster similarity [3]. That
is, the degree of similarity between documents in the same
document clusters should be high and the degree of similarity
between documents in different document clusters should be
low. Thus, we adopt the heuristic measure, called the category
binding (CB) presented in [3] to evaluate the clustering results.
Assume that is a set of document clusters
obtained by the clustering methods, then the value of CB of the
set of document clusters is calculated by the following formula:

(8)

where denotes the average degree of
within-cluster similarity and denotes
the average degree of between-cluster similarity of the set of
document clusters. From (8), we can see that a good clustering
result should get a large value of .

The average degree of within-cluster similarity
is calculated as follows:

(9)

where denotes the cohesion of documents in document
cluster and is calculated by (10), as shown at the bottom of
the page, where denotes the number of documents in doc-
ument cluster , denotes the membership degree of
document belonging to document cluster , de-
notes the membership degree of document belonging to doc-
ument cluster , denotes the degree of similarity
between documents and calculated by (7), and de-
notes a parameter representing the cohesion of documents in a
single-instance document cluster [3].

The average degree of between-cluster similarity
is calculated as follows:

(11)

Here, denotes the degree of similarity between
document clusters and and is calculated as follows:

(12)

where denotes the number of documents in document cluster
, denotes the number of documents in document cluster
, denotes the membership degree of document be-

longing to document cluster , denotes the member-
ship degree of document belonging to document cluster ,
and denotes the degree of similarity between any
two documents and calculated by (7).

By observing the 247 NSC research reports [30], we can see
that it is appropriate to partition these documents into 23–30
document clusters. Therefore, we tune the “similarity threshold
value” of the complete link method [23] to partition the 247
NSC research reports into an appropriate number of document
clusters and compute the CB value based on (8)–(12) for each
clustering result as shown in Table III. Moreover, we also tune
the “similarity threshold value” of the proposed fuzzy ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering method to partition the 247
NSC documents into an appropriate number of document clus-
ters and compute the CB value based on (8)–(12) for each clus-
tering result as shown in Table IV (when the difference threshold
value ) and Table V (when the difference threshold
value ), where the values of are heuristically set
to 0.001 and 0.0005, respectively

The “difference threshold value” of the proposed fuzzy ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering method can be regarded as

if

otherwise

(10)
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TABLE III
CB VALUES OF THE DOCUMENT CLUSTERS PRODUCED BY THE

COMPLETE LINK METHOD [23]

TABLE IV
CB VALUES OF THE DOCUMENT CLUSTERS PRODUCED BY THE PROPOSED

FUZZY AGGLOMERATIVE HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING METHOD WHEN THE

DIFFERENCE THRESHOLD VALUE � = 0:001

TABLE V
CB VALUES OF THE DOCUMENT CLUSTERS PRODUCED BY THE PROPOSED

FUZZY AGGLOMERATIVE HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING METHOD WHEN THE

DIFFERENCE THRESHOLD VALUE � = 0:0005

a parameter to control the “fuzziness” of the resulting docu-
ment clusters. The larger the “difference threshold value” ,
the higher the “fuzziness” of the resulting document clusters,
where . When the “difference threshold value” is
set to 0.001, we found that many documents are partitioned into
more than one document cluster. When the “difference threshold
value” is set to 0.0005, only few documents are partitioned
into more than one document cluster. From Tables III–V, we can
see that the CB values of the document clusters produced by the
complete link method [23] are larger than the ones of the doc-
ument clusters produced by the proposed fuzzy agglomerative
hierarchical clustering method when the “difference threshold
value” is set to 0.001, but are smaller than the ones of the doc-
ument clusters produced by the proposed fuzzy agglomerative
hierarchical clustering method when the “difference threshold
value” is set to 0.0005. The reason is that the resulting doc-
ument clusters produced by the proposed fuzzy agglomerative
hierarchical clustering method, when the “difference threshold

value” is set to 0.001, are too “fuzzy” and the average de-
gree of between-cluster similarity is high due to the fact that
many document clusters contain common documents. There-
fore, we should decrease the fuzziness of the document clusters.
The experimental results show that the document clusters pro-
duced by the proposed fuzzy agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering method with a low degree of fuzziness (i.e., )
are better than the crisp document clusters produced by the com-
plete link method [23].

V. FUZZY LOGIC RULES DISCOVERY

In [20], Kraft et al. presented a method to construct fuzzy
logic rules based on the document clusters and their cluster cen-
ters. The fuzzy logic rules constructed in [20] have the following
format:

(13)

where and denote the weights of index terms and in
the document cluster center representation, , and

. The meaning of the rule is that whenever term ’s
weight (in a document or query) is at least , the related term

’s weight (in the same document or query) should be at least
. A fuzzy logic rule is constructed only when terms and
both have high weights in the same document cluster center

representation. Therefore, the fuzzy logic rule can represent the
association relationship between index terms and . These
rules can then be applied to modify the user’s original query
and thus increase the retrieval effectiveness.

However, the fuzzy logic rules discovery method presented
in [20] only considers the clustering results of documents ob-
tained by the two clustering methods (i.e., the complete link
clustering method [23] and the fuzzy c-means clustering method
[1]). We believe that the document clusters formed in the middle
of the clustering process can also provide some useful infor-
mation. For example, in the clustering process using the ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering method (e.g., the complete
link method and the proposed fuzzy agglomerative hierarchical
clustering method), two document clusters are merged to form
a larger document cluster. The resulting document cluster can
be regarded as the parent document cluster of the original docu-
ment clusters. The index terms having large degrees of weights
in the parent document cluster center should be more general
than the ones with large degrees of weights in the child docu-
ment cluster center, due to the fact that the index terms having
large weights in the parent document cluster center are con-
tained in more documents.

In this section, we present a method for fuzzy logic rules
discovery which constructs fuzzy logic rules representing
more kinds of relationships between index terms than the ones
presented in [20]. The fuzzy logic rules are constructed based
on the document cluster centers. Similar to the fuzzy logic
rule construction method presented in [20], for each document
cluster center, terms are sorted in a descending sequence ac-
cording to their weights in the document cluster center. Then,
the first terms, where , as well as their weights are
extracted. However, unlike the method presented in [20], we
build term pairs not only with chosen terms from the same
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document cluster center but also from document cluster centers
that have parent–children relationships. Assume that term is
chosen from the document cluster center of document cluster

and term is chosen from the document cluster center
of document cluster , then the term pair has the form of

, where is the weight of term in the
document cluster center of document cluster , is the
weight of term in the document cluster center of document
cluster , , and . The generated
term pairs can be categorized into three categories according to
the relationship between source document cluster centers con-
taining terms and . These three categories are as follows.

1) Positive Association Category: If terms and are in
the same document cluster center, then the corresponding
term pair belongs to this category. The term pairs in this
category represent a positive association relationship [20]
between terms and due to the fact that terms and

are contained in similar documents and should describe
similar concepts.

2) Generalization Category: If the document cluster center
containing term is the parent of the document cluster
center containing , then the corresponding term pair be-
longs to this category. The term pairs in this category de-
note that term is more general than term due to the
fact that term belongs to more documents than term
does.

3) Specialization Category: If the document cluster center
containing term is a child of the document cluster con-
taining , then the corresponding term pair belongs to this
category. The term pairs in this category denote that term

is more specific than term due to the fact that term
belongs to fewer documents than term does.

If the same term pair occurs several times in the same cate-
gory with different weights, then the minimal weight for each
term among all term pairs will be taken as the aggregated
weight of the term. Finally, for each term pair in the form
of , we can build rules according to the
following cases.

Case 1) If the term pair belongs to the
positive association category, then we build two
fuzzy logic rules

and

for this term pair. The meaning of the pair of rules
is that the occurrence of the term with a weight
at least should always be accompanied by the
term with a weight at least , and vice versa.

Case 2) If the term pair belongs to
the generalization category and the term pair

belongs to the specialization
category, then we build two fuzzy logic rules

and

for these term pairs. The meaning of the above
rules is that the occurrence of the term with a
weight at least should always be accompanied
by the term with a weight at least , and vice
versa.

VI. QUERY MODIFICATION

After the fuzzy logic rules are constructed by the proposed
fuzzy logic rule discovery method, we can use these fuzzy logic
rules to modify the user’s queries based on [4]. According to the
definition of the fuzzy logic system [4], the fuzzy logic rule has
the following form:

which is a well-formed formula consisting of propositions of the
form or and the logical connectives, i.e., ,

, and .
A user’s query can be represented by a query descriptor

vector shown as follows:

where each element denotes the desired strength of term
in the retrieved documents, and or .

If , then it indicates that the user hopes that the re-
trieved documents do not possess the term . Furthermore, if
the user considers that some terms may be neglected, i.e., to in-
clude those terms or not would have no substantial effects on the
result, then the user does not have to assign degrees of strength
with respect to such terms in the query descriptor vector. The
symbol “ ” is used for labeling a neglected term. If ,
then it indicates that the term will not be considered in the
document retrieval process.

Let be a set of the generated fuzzy logic rules,
, where each fuzzy logic rule has

the following form:

which is applied to modify the user’s query descriptor vector
if and or if and .
The modified user’s query descriptor vector is similar to the
original user’s query descriptor vector except that is set to

. The modified user’s query descriptor vector will be used
to retrieve relevant documents. Assume that the modified user’s
query descriptor vector is as follows:

where or . If , then it indicates
that the term is a neglected term and it will not be considered
in the retrieval process. Furthermore, assume that each docu-
ment can be represented by a vector shown as follows:

where represents the weight of term in document , and
. Then, the retrieval status value of
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Fig. 1. Set of generated fuzzy logic rules based on the term pairs belonging to the positive association category.

document with respect to the user’s query can be calculated
as follows:

and
(14)

where is the number of nonneglected terms. Here, is a sim-
ilarity function [8] to calculate the degree of similarity between
two real values between zero and one and is given as

(15)

After the retrieval status value of each document
with respect to the user’s query is obtained, we normalize the
value of by dividing it by the maximum value among
the values of , and , where

is the number of collected documents. If a document wants
to be retrieved, then the retrieval status value of doc-
ument should be larger than or equal to the “query threshold
value” given by the user, where .

We have implemented the proposed query modification
method for document retrieval based on Delphi version 5.0 on
a Pentium 4 PC using the 247 NSC research reports [30] as
described in Section IV. Furthermore, we also implemented
the query modification method proposed by Kraft et al. [20]
for making a comparison. The experimental results show that

although the modified queries by applying the query modifi-
cation method presented in [20] can be useful to improve the
precision rate of the retrieval results, the queries modified by
the proposed method can achieve a higher precision rate. For
example, assume that the user wants to retrieve documents
about the topic “natural language processing” and assume that
13 documents among the 247 NSC research reports are rele-
vant to this topic. Assume that weights of the terms “natural,”
“language,” and “processing” in the user’s query are 0.9,
0.9, and 0.8, respectively, and the other terms are neglected,
denoted by the symbol . Assume that the documents have
been clustered by the proposed fuzzy hierarchical clustering
method with the similarity threshold value and the
difference threshold value . Then, the fuzzy logic
rules are generated as shown in Figs. 1–3.

The query modification method presented in [20] uses the
generated fuzzy logic rules based on the term pairs belonging
to the “Positive Association Category” to modify the original
query. On the other hand, the proposed query modification
method uses the generated fuzzy logic rules based on the term
pairs not only belonging to the “Positive Association Category,”
but also belonging to the “Generalization Category” and be-
longing to the “Specialization Category” to modify the original
user’s query . By applying the query modification method
presented in [20], the original user’s query can be modified
into the user’s query which has the same weights of the
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Fig. 2. Set of generated fuzzy logic rules based on the term pairs belonging to the generalization category.
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Fig. 3. Set of generated fuzzy logic rules based on the term pairs belonging to the specialization category.
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TABLE VI
PRECISION RATES AND THE RECALL RATES WITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENT USER’S QUERIES FOR DIFFERENT RETRIEVAL THRESHOLD VALUES

Fig. 4. Precision rate and the recall rate with respect to the original user’s
query q for different query threshold values.

terms “natural,” “language,” and “processing” as (i.e., 0.9,
0.9, and 0.8) and one additional term “word” with the weight
0.46. By applying the proposed query modification method, the
original user’s query can be modified into query which
also has the same weights of the terms “natural,” “language,”
and “processing” as (i.e., 0.9, 0.9 and 0.8) and four additional
terms “word,” “dictionari” (root of “dictionary”), “corpu” (root
of “corpus”), and “speech” with the weights 0.46, 0.44, 0.39,
and 0.37, respectively. Based on the queries , and for
document retrieval, the precision rates and the recall rates with
respect to these three queries are shown in Table VI, where the
retrieval threshold value is given by the user and .
If a document wants be retrieved, then the retrieval status
value of document should be larger than or equal
to the “retrieval threshold value” given by the user. The curves
of the precision rate and the recall rate with respect to the user’s
queries , and are shown in Figs. 4–6, respectively.

From Table VI and Figs. 4–6, we can see that the precision
rates with respect to the modified user’s query are larger than
the ones with respect to the original user’s query and the
modified user’s query for each query threshold value.

In the following, we compare the precision rate and the recall
rate for the top retrieved documents with respect to the original
user’s query , the modified user’s query and the modified
user’s query , respectively, where is a positive integer. In
our experiment, we let the query threshold value be 0.2. Then,
116 documents, 55 documents, and 25 documents are retrieved
with respect to the original user’s query , the modified user’s

Fig. 5. Precision rate and the recall rate with respect to the modified user’s
query q for different retrieval threshold values.

Fig. 6. Precision rate and the recall rate with respect to the modified user’s
query q for different retrieval threshold values.

query and the modified user’s query , respectively. Let
us consider the following cases, remembering that there are 13
relevant documents in the collection.

Case 1) When , both the precision rate and the recall
rate with respect to the modified user’s query are
the largest. For example, when , the original
user’s query gets five relevant documents among
the ten retrieved documents. In this case, we can see
that the precision rate is 50% and the recall rate is
38%. The modified user’s query gets nine rele-
vant documents among the ten retrieved documents.
In this case, the precision rate is 90% and the recall
rate is 69%. The modified user’s query gets ten
relevant documents among the ten retrieved docu-
ments. In this case, we can see that the precision
rate is 100% and the recall rate is 77%.
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TABLE VII
NUMBER OF RELEVANT DOCUMENTS, THE PRECISION RATES AND THE RECALL RATES WITH RESPECT TO THE RETRIEVED TOP p DOCUMENTS OF THE USER’S

QUERY q , q AND q , RESPECTIVELY, WHERE THE RETRIEVAL THRESHOLD VALUE IS 0.2

Case 2) When , the precision rate and the re-
call rate of the modified user’s query are equal to
the precision rate and the recall rate of the modified
user’s query , respectively, and are larger than the
precision rate and the recall rate of the original user’s
query , respectively. For example, when ,
the original user’s query gets eight relevant doc-
uments among the 15 retrieved documents. In this
case, the precision rate is 53% and the recall rate
is 62%. Both the modified user’s query and the
modified user’s query get 12 relevant documents
among the 15 retrieved documents. In this case, the
precision rate is 80% and the recall rate is 92%.

Case 3) When , the precision rate and the re-
call rate of the modified user’s query are equal
to the precision rate and the recall rate of the mod-
ified user’s query , respectively, and are equal to
the precision rate and the recall rate of the original
user’s query , respectively. For example, when

, the original user’s query , the modified
user’s query and the modified user’s query all
get 12 relevant documents among the 20 retrieved
documents. In this case, the precision rate is 60%
and the recall rate is 92%.

The number of relevant documents, the precision rates and
the recall rates with respect to the retrieved top documents of
the user’s queries , , and , respectively, are summarized
in Table VII, where the query threshold value is 0.2.

From Table VII, we can see that the retrieval results with re-
spect to the modified user’s query based on the proposed
query modification method are better than those with respect
to the user’s queries and from the point of view that most
of the top ranked documents are relevant.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have extended the work of Kraft et al.
[20] to present a new method for fuzzy information retrieval
based on fuzzy hierarchical clustering and fuzzy inference
techniques. We have presented a fuzzy agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering algorithm for clustering documents and to
get the document cluster center of each document cluster. We

also have presented a method to construct fuzzy logic rules
based on the document clusters and their document cluster
centers. We also have applied the constructed fuzzy logic rules
to modify a user’s query for query expansion and to guide the
information retrieval system to retrieve documents relevant to
the user’s request. The proposed fuzzy information retrieval
method is more flexible and more intelligent than the existing
methods due to the fact that it can expand users’ queries for
fuzzy information retrieval in a more effective manner.
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